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ABSTRACT

In order to research the interactions between the atmosphere and ocean as well as their important role
in the intensive weather systems of coastal areas, and to improve the forecasting ability of the hazardous
weather processes of coastal areas, a coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave modeling system has been developed.
The agent-based environment framework for linking models allows flexible and dynamic information ex-
change between models. For the purpose of flexibility, portability and scalability, the framework of the
whole system takes a multi-layer architecture that includes a user interface layer, computational layer and
service-enabling layer. The numerical experiment presented in this paper demonstrates the performance
of the distributed coupled modeling system.
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1. Introduction

The earth’s climate system is extremely complex.
It is often considered to be composed of a number
of components such as the atmosphere, ocean and
land. Typically, the corresponding numerical models
are developed separately by different research groups
to study the characteristics of the sub-systems. How-
ever, the individual models cannot realistically model
the interactions between or among the different com-
ponents. Indeed, the modeling of a complex system
requires multiple physical models, at multiple scales
and resolutions. Thus, it is a natural approach to de-
velop coupled models that will provide significant ad-
vantages over single models in the modeling of complex
systems.

A number of global and large-scale air-sea coupled
models have been developed aimed at global climate
change, seasonal cycles and other large-scale phenom-
ena (e.g., ENSO) (Zebiak and Cane, 1987), for ex-
ample, the GOALS (Global Ocean-Atmosphere-Land
System) (Wu et al., 1996, 1997) and FGCM (Flexi-

ble Global Climate Model) (Yu et al., 2002) of LASG
(State Key Laboratory of Numerical Modeling for At-
mospheric Sciences and Geophysical Fluid Dynamics),
and the CCSM (Community Climate System Model)
(Branstetter and Erickson, 2003) of NCAR (National
Center for Atmospheric Research).

However, except for large scale phenomena, many
meteorologists are interested in many phenomena that
occur on finite spatial scales (or sea basin scales) and
short timescales (less than one week generally), such
as typhoons that effect coastal zones, explosive mid-
latitude ocean cyclones, coastal gales and low-level
jets, coastal storm surges, sea fog, meso-cyclogenesis
over Kuroshio, coastal frontogenesis, and the Gulf
Stream rain band and its meandering in response to
cold air outbreaks. The factors influencing these phe-
nomena include the atmosphere, the ocean (including
flow, SST and waves) as well as the interactions be-
tween them. Hitherto, the understanding and predic-
tion of these phenomena are still largely uncertain. In-
tegrating the interactions between the atmosphere and
ocean into the study of these meso-scale phenomena
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has significant meaning for disaster weather forecast-
ing in coastal areas. Thus, it is important to develop a
coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave model as a modeling
tool for theoretical and applied research.

Generally, model coupling includes two aspects:
One is how to realize the information exchange be-
tween individual models. It is necessary to link the
models together so they can exchange information ei-
ther at boundaries where the models align in physical
space or in areas where the models overlap in space.
The other is how to describe the scientific problems of
the interactions between or among individual systems
modeled by the numerical models. Typically, model
coupling is performed in one of the four following ways:

The file I/O based model coupling (Hodur, 1996),
in which model preprocessors transform the output
files from one model into input files for the second
model, is a very costly alternative and is only suitable
for very slowly varying physics.

The subroutinization method of model coupling
can only be used to perform simple information ex-
change between models through an argument list, be-
cause it requires one of the models to be written as a
subroutine of the other model. This method signifi-
cantly reduces the models’ performance, requires sig-
nificant modifications to the sub-models and produces
code that is difficult to maintain.

The inter-process communication based model cou-
pling uses a Unix/Linux pipe as the communicator to
exchange information between sub-models (Xue and
Pan, 2000). Though it is relatively easy to modify the
sub-models, it is only suitable for the coupling of two
lightweight models since it requires the sub-models to
run on the same hardware platform.

The final and more common method for model cou-
pling is through a coupler (Zhou et al., 2004), such
as the CSM (Climate System Model) Flux coupler
(Bryan et al., 1996) from NCAR, the OASIS coupler
(Terray et al., 2000) from CERFACS (European Cen-
tre for Research and Advanced Training in Scientific
Computation), the MpCCI (Ahrem et al., 1996) from
SCAI (The Fraunhofer-Institute for Algorithms and
Scientific Computing), and the MCT (Model Coupling
Toolkit) from Argonne National Laboratory (Larson
et al., 2001). The coupler is a type of software based
on MPI (Message Passing Interface), PVM (Parallel
Virtual Machine) or OpenMP (Open specifications for
Multi Processing). It connects the model components
together and allows for the exchange of fluxes and vari-
ables between the model components. This method
has been widely used in large scale coupling models
because this approach requires much less modification
of the given applications, allowing for better maintain-
ability of the models, and is feasible to distribute appli-

cations over different hardware platforms for improved
model performance. However, it is not easy to develop
a user-friendly coupler, especially for geophysical sci-
entists.

Recent computer and networking advances, partic-
ularly those based on TCP/IP, have made it possi-
ble to implement the multi-model coupling in a more
straightforward way. This paper describes the frame-
work of a coupled meso-scale atmosphere-ocean-wave
modeling system in a distributed computing environ-
ment. The system can couple any meso-scale atmo-
spheric model, regional oceanic model or wave model
as a research prototype or experimental model that is
designed to provide an easy-to-use computing platform
for researchers who want to quickly implement a dis-
tributed coupling computation. It represents an appli-
cation of state-of-the-art networking and distributed
computing technology to multi-model coupling.

This paper describes the distributed, coupled
meso-scale atmosphere-ocean-wave modeling system
in section 2 and presents the distributed, coupled mod-
eling system’s performance during a numerical case
study in section 3. Conclusions are given in section 4.

2. The distributed model coupling system

2.1 Models in the system

The models coupled in the system include two
mesoscale atmospheric models, two regional oceanic
models and a wave model. The atmospheric models
can be the LASG-AREM, a regional eta-coordinate
model (Yu and Xu, 2004) developed by State Key
Laboratory of Numerical Modeling for Atmospherics
Sciences and Geophysical Fluid Dynamics/Institute
of Atmospheric Physics/Chinese Academy of Sciences
(LASG/IAP/CAS), the MM5, a nonhydrostatic prim-
itive equation forecast model (Dudhia et al., 2005), or
any other mesoscale atmospheric model. The regional
oceanic models can be the Princeton Ocean Model
(POM), a three-dimensional primitive equation model
designed to simulate marine circulations (Xue et al.,
1995) or ECOM-si (Blumberg, 1994), a sigma coordi-
nate non-linear forecasting model employing a hydro-
dynamic simulation of an estuary, coast, or regional
or open sea area. The wave model in the system is
Wavewatch III (http://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/waves/),
a third generation wave model developed at National
Oceanic Atmospheric Administration/National Cen-
ters of Environmental Prediction (NOAA/NCEP) in
the spirit of the WAM (WAve Modeling) model that
solves the spectral action density balance equation for
wavenumber-direction spectra.

In the distributed model coupling system, re-
searchers can easily plug in or unplug any sub-models
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according to their simulation requirements on one or
more machines (such as PCs, workstations, or clusters)
under identical or differing operating systems. The re-
searchers need only to simply modify the sub-models
by using two functions developed for constructing the
coupling interface.

2.2 Model coupling in the system

The model coupling takes the form of an exchange
between the atmospheric surface layer and ocean sur-
face parameters. Each model sends and receives vari-
ables, with a recipient model waiting for the necessary
information from another before continuing. The cou-
pling occurs between the oceanic area contained in the
atmospheric model and the grids of the oceanic or wave
models. The models can run concurrently and param-
eters are exchanged at overlapping model time steps
based on the model’s synchronous or tightly coupled
mode of linkage in the system. The exchange of pa-
rameters between models is depicted in Fig. 1 and is
described below.

Coupled atmosphere-ocean models: The at-
mospheric model’s input to the oceanic model consists
of surface momentum fluxes (such as individual u- and
v-component fluxes) and heat fluxes (such as sensible
heat fluxes, latent heat fluxes and net radiative fluxes)
(Power et al., 1997). SSTs of the oceanic model are
transferred to the atmospheric model and become the
atmospheric model’s surface temperatures, which are
usually fixed in time (for example, weekly or monthly
averaged SSTs) over the oceanic area.

Coupled atmosphere-wave models: The 10-m
wind fields (fractional velocity of the atmosphere) are
transferred from the atmospheric model to the wave
model. The standard deviation of the water surface
elevation for calculating the component of the over-
water roughness length associated with form drag, and
wave phase speed as well as wave direction, which are
used by the atmospheric model in determining wave-

relative winds, from the wave model are transferred
to the atmospheric model at each coupling time step
(Weisse and Alvarez, 1997).

Coupled ocean-wave models: Water level vari-
ation and surface currents from the oceanic model are
transferred to the wave model. The sea state modified
friction velocity from the wave model is then trans-
ferred to the oceanic model (Doyle et al., 2002).

The model coupling in the system is very flexible
and is fully determined by the researchers’ needs. By
implementing a user interface, researchers can select
different parameters and different time steps to carry
out various numerical experiments according to the
demands of their research.

2.3 Framework of the system

The coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave modeling sys-
tem is a multidisciplinary application that requires
knowledge of atmospheric science, oceanic science, and
mathematics, as well as physics. The different mod-
els share common parameters and interfaces but each
has its own parameters and constraints. Realizing the
whole system will require the development of new soft-
ware for managing the complexity and harvesting the
power of the expected high performance computing
and communication resources (Walkley et al., 2002).

The design of the framework of the system should
allow the following capability: First, the framework
should be applicable and flexible to the coupling of
various models according to the requirement of re-
searchers. Second, the framework should allow for
software reuse in order to achieve lower costs and high
quality for the long development period of the numer-
ical models. Finally, the framework should allow users
(multidisciplinary cooperative researchers, such as me-
teorologists, oceanographers, etc.) to solve problems
without specialized knowledge of the underlying com-
puter hardware or software. With the help of such a 
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system, the researchers can pay more attention to their
own research domain without worrying about the com-
plexity of the computer or the details of the compu-
tations themselves (Markus et al., 2000; Lee et al.,
2000).

Figure 2 shows a hypothetical example for model
coupling. Hypothetically, there are three models in
the system: the atmospheric model (Atmo-Model),
the oceanic model (Ocean-Model) and the wave model
(Wave-Model). The whole system is a multiple soft-
ware agent (a software agent is an autonomous com-
puter program that operates on behalf of someone
or something) system (MAS) (Wen et al., 2004) and
consists of four basic components: numerical models,
model agents, coupler agents, and a system agent.
Each numerical model synchronously works on the
same or different machines (PCs, workstations, clus-
ters, etc.) independently to implement their numer-
ical simulation functions. The model agent (MA) is
a numerical model’s interface to implement the model
coupling, and all communications and commands are
routed through the numerical model’s MA. Thus, the
numerical model needs to communicate directly only
with its MA. The coupler agent (CA) is used to re-
alize the coupled computing according to the require-
ments of the model coupling. The system agent (SA)
acts in the role of system management and is respon-
sible for the system register, system security, load bal-
ance and resource scheduling. All these mutually inde-
pendent agents (model agents, coupler agents, system
management agents and resource management agents,
etc.) construct a virtual coupled computing space. To-
gether, they shield the heterogeneity of the system and
the complexity of the application environments and al-
low all users to share a single and transparent working

space for their own domains.

2.4 Software architectural overview of the sys-
tem

In this section, an overview of the agents and other
components contained in the framework of the entire
system are presented. The overall generic software ar-
chitecture (Fig. 3) is also discussed.

User Interface Layer: The user interface
of the framework mainly comprises the coupling
specification module and agent dispatcher mod-
ule. The dispatcher, which has a graphical in-
terface to display its actions, interacts with the
specific agents in the underling Aglets platform
(http://www.trl.ibm.com/aglets). These agents en-
able the actual coupling computation in the coupled
modeling system. The coupling specification module
is used to specify the coupling information, such as the
selected model for performing the coupling, the cou-
pled domain of the atmospheric model and the coupled
model grids of the oceanic and wave models, coupling
time step, interpolation methods, and parameters for
exchange, and it does this by using a graphical in-
terface. All information from the coupling specifica-
tion module is directed to the agent dispatcher mod-
ule. Then, it dispatches model agents (MAs) to the
physical host location for each model to specify the
model and to launch the coupler agent using informa-
tion provided by the resource management agents and
the adaptive allocation algorithms for optimizing net-
work connectivity and machine load. The user inter-
face shields the complexity of the coupling simulation
with a user-friendly graphical interface. With the help
of the user interface, it is very convenient for users to
modify the computational parameters and share the
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transparent workspace, thereby allowing researchers to
pay more attention to the scientific problem that they
are most interested in, rather than the details of the
computation itself.

Computational Layer: In this layer, the model
agents and coupler agents are all under the control of
the system agent. The system agent communicates
with the model agents and controls its running state
by monitoring the distributed model agents and cou-
pler agents on each host. The system agent also man-
ages and schedules all available computing resources
by interacting with the resource management agents
on the target hosts to ensure the computational re-
quirements of the coupling simulation and to keep the
system load balanceed. The system agent is the only
entrance to the coupling system. For security, users
must register and apply for the corresponding autho-
rization before implementing a coupled computation.
There is a one-to-one relationship between a numerical
model and a model agent. The model agent is the user
interface of the corresponding numerical model for the
purpose of legacy code. It communicates directly with
its numerical model and controls the running state of
the numerical model. The coupler agent works to gov-
ern the coupled computation (such as interpolation,
smoothing computation, flux correction, etc.) and the
parameter transfer between two models according to
the coupling requirements. The coupling requirements
and the interpolation methods in the two models may
differ. This suggests that the coupler agents should
handle them separately. Therefore, the coupler agent
is divided internally into two parts. Each part controls
the parameter transfer and interpolation computation
of the respective model.

Service-enabling Layer: This layer is mainly
used as the foundation facility of the whole system
for the management of computation resources, com-
munication, security, and load balancing of the sys-
tem. Currently, this layer mainly comprises resource

management agents (RA) and communication agents
(CA). The RA may maintain the information of avail-
able computation resources, the usage of the resources,
the state of networks and other available resource in-
formation needed by the system. The information
from the RA facilitates the transparent resource man-
agement and usage of the whole system. The exchange
of the coupling information (parameters in different
models) is realized via a TCP socket, which is one of
the most efficient ways of intensive data transfer. The
socket programs are encapsulated in the CA. However,
it is not necessary for the users to know the details of
the communication with the intelligence of the agents.

3. Numerical experiments and system analysis

In the experimental system, the joined models are
MM5, ECOM-si and Wavewatch III. The mobile agent
execution environment used to implement the system
is based on Aglet technology. The coupling specifica-
tion modules are based on Unix/Linux shell scripting.
Sockets are realized in the Java language to allow for
the cross-platform feasibility of the system.

Tropical cyclone Rammasun (No. 0205) is pre-
sented as an example case study. On 29 June 2002,
Rammasun developed as a tropical depression about
250 km northwest of Yap and intensified into a tropical
storm on the same day. It moved northwestwards over
the Pacific and gradually strengthened into a typhoon
on 1 July. Rammasun then headed towards the seas
east of Taiwan. On 4 July, Rammasun turned north
and moved across the East China Sea. Rammasun
weakened into a severe tropical storm on 5 July and
changed its course to the northeast. The system then
weakened to a tropical storm and became an extra-
tropical cyclone in the Sea of Japan on 6 July.

In all numerical experiments, the domain center
of MM5 is at 32◦N, 121◦E. The atmospheric model
has 141×187 grid points in the horizontal with a grid
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distance of 37.5 km. In the vertical, 27 sigma levels
are employed between the ground and 100 hPa. The
model has the selected time step of 120 s. The ECOM-
si model has 11 vertical sigma layers and 164×202 grid
elements with a selected time step of 480 s. The hor-
izontal resolution of ECOM-si is 10 km. Wavewatch
III is implemented at the same resolution as ECOM-si
with a time step of 480 s.

The oceanic model is driven by heat and momen-
tum fluxes from MM5, which in turn provides SST
back to the atmospheric model. The wave induced
stress from Wavewatch-III is transferred to ECOM-
si, and in turn it provides current velocity and eleva-
tion to the wave model. The parameters exchanged
between MM5 and Wavewatch III are the u- and v-
components of the 10-m wind fields and the wave in-
duced roughness.

The machines utilized in the experiments are an
Origin 300 workstation (600 MHz 8 CPU/4 GB Mem-
ory, Unix operating system) and two PCs (2.0 GHz 1
CPU/1 GB Memory, Linux operating system). The
machines are connected by a 100 Mbps LAN (Local-
Area Network). In the first experiment, all models are
run on the workstation. In the second experiment, the
atmospheric model and wave model are executed on
the workstation, while the oceanic model is run on one
PC. In the third experiment, the atmospheric model is
executed on the workstation while the oceanic model
and wave model are run on separate PCs. The last
experiment is the single run of the MM5. In all exper-
iments, the models are coupled every 480 s and have a
30-h coupling run. The starting time of the coupling
run is 1200 UTC 4 April 2002.

The numerical experiments as described above
have been run with the intention of demonstrating the
technical applicability, communication efficiency and
stability of the coupled modeling system. The system
ran successfully in all of the above experiments. Figure
4 simply presents the output of the numerical exper-
iments of the coupling runs and non-coupling run to
illustrate the products of the coupled modeling system.
However, the analyses of the simulations are beyond
the scope of this paper.

The motivations of the second and the third ex-
periments are to prove the feasibility of distributed
coupling over a LAN and to show the communication
efficiency, as well as to determine the communication
cost of the coupled modeling system. The results con-
firm that the coupled modeling system can indeed op-
erate over a LAN. Thus, it is possible that different
disciplines (e.g. meteorologists, oceanographers) can
run the coupled model at different places, and thus
enhance their long-distance collaboration.

Fig. 4. The central sea level pressure (SLP) of Rammasun
in the coupling experiment and no-coupling experiment.

When looking at the results of the coupled sim-
ulations, the atmosphere still dominates and it be-
comes obvious that the simulation time for the coupled
experiment has not increased dramatically compared
with the non-coupled experiments. The communica-
tion cost in the three experiments is 4.6%, 7% and
8.2%, respectively. The communication overhead de-
pends on the exchanged coupling information and the
network latency, as well as the synchronicity of the
models.

4. Conclusion

Using the modeling of tropical cyclone Ramma-
sun as a case study, this paper demonstrated how the
distributed, coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave modeling
system can be used to dynamically link different mod-
els to realize multi-model coupling. The proposed ar-
chitecture for the framework provides flexibility and
extensibility for the system. The users can extend the
system according to their demands at the user inter-
face level by specifying their coupling requirements.
By facilitating flexible and easy information exchange
between models, the system can be a valuable tool in
a wide range of meso-scale air-sea interaction research
or application areas. It provides a flexible shared
workspace for the cooperation of multidisciplinary re-
searchers in geophysical fluid dynamic modeling and
makes it possible for the researchers to implement the
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multi-model coupling by plugging-in or unplugging the
models.
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